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OPERATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS WITH NON 
STATIONNARY INPUTS 

Thibault Gouache1, Joseph Morlier2, Guilhem Michon3, Baptiste Coulange4 

ABSTRACT 

Operational modal analysis (OMA) techniques enable the use of in-situ and uncontrolled vibrations to 
be used to lead modal analysis of structures. In reality operational vibrations are a combination of 
numerous excitations sources that are much more complex than a random white noise or a harmonic. 
Numerous OMA techniques exist like SSI, NExT, FDD and BSS. All these methods are based on the 
fundamental hypothesis that the input or force applied to the structure to be analyzed is a stationary 
white noise. For some applications this hypothesis is reasonable. However in numerous situations, the 
analyzed structure is subject to harmonic and transient forces. Numerous methods and research has 
enabled to develop methods that are robust to such harmonic contributions. To enable OMA during 
pressure oscillations in solid rocket boosters, the authors propose to consider transient and harmonic 
inputs no longer as parasites but as the main force applied to the structure that must be analyzed. This 
is the case during pressure oscillations in rocket boosters. We propose the use of phase analysis 
adapted to a transient context to conduct operational modal analysis under a harmonic transient input. 
This time-based novel OMA method will be exposed. The theoretical developments and algorithmic 
implementations are exposed. First tests have been conducted on laboratory single degree of freedom 
setup to validate this new OMA technique and are reported here. 

Keywords: , Operational, Modal, Analysis, Transient, Phase, Pressure Oscillations, Solid rocket 
motors 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Classical operational modal analysis 

Most Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) techniques are based on a fundamental hypothesis: the 
unknown and unmeasured input of the studied system or structure is stationary white Gaussian noise. 
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The Natural Excitation Techniques method, which uses auto and cross correlation is based on this 
hypothesis [1]. The Frequency Domain Decomposition method, based on singular value 
decomposition is also built on the hypothesis of spatially and harmonically white input [2]. Stochastic 
subspace identification methods (using covariance or subspace technique) [3] are another example of 
such techniques. These techniques have been applied to a various number of structures: bridges [4], 
aircrafts in flight [5], ship structures [6], wind turbines [7], commercial satellites and many other 
structures [8]. 

But, in addition to white noise, the input can contain some dominant frequency components (due to a 
running engine for example) [3]. The input of the system can also evolve in time and induce transient 
effects [5]. To take into account the limit imposed to OMA techniques by the fundamental stationary 
white noise input assumption, two general approaches are used. The first one consists in developing 
methods that are robust and insensible to the violations of this hypothesis. In [9], B Cauberghe et al. 
studied the robustness of their frequency-domain OMA technique against transient effects. The second 
approach used is to enrich or to relax the fundamental hypothesis of white noise. The OMA methods 
based on the cesptrum domain relax the classical OMA hypothesis: they only suppose that input is 
cepstrum short [10]. It is also possible to suppose that the structure input is a superposition of 
Gaussian white noise and a harmonic excitation. In [11], R. Pintelon et al. proposed three methods to 
suppress unknown harmonic time varying pulsations. Generally, enriching the fundamental hypothesis 
of OMA gives birth to new OMA techniques like those proposed by P. Mohanty and D.J. Rixen [12-
15]. 

1.2. Transient vibrations (solid rocket motors and many other cases) 

A large number of transient phenomenon exist and this should be taken into account in OMA 
techniques [5; 11]. Transient pressure oscillations are often observed in Solid Rocket Motors (SRM) 
[16]. Everyday structures are also subject to transient inputs: plane fluttering [17], wind gusts on 
bridges, waves on dams and, earthquakes on buildings are some examples. Instead of developing 
robust OMA algorithms against transient effects like in [9], it is proposed here to take into account the 
presence of transient harmonic excitations in a structure's input to develop a new OMA technique 
based on transient inputs. 

1.3. Paper layout 

After describing the properties of resonance, the first section of this paper proposes the novel 
definition of "Transient Phase" (TP). To better understand the new notion of transient phase, a Single 
Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) transient oscillator model is introduced. The second section is dedicated 
to the study of transient phase in the SDOF case: a mathematical parametric reduction proves that 
transient phase only depends on the ratios of four characteristic time quantities and some typical 
transient phase profiles are exposed. This allows the authors to propose a SDOF OMA technique 
based on the existence of transient regimes.  Section three presents the SDOF experimental setup, the 
experimental validation of mathematical parametric reduction and the validation of the proposed 
SDOF OMA technique. Finally, to accommodate this new SDOF OMA technique to multiple degree 
of freedom structures, an algorithm is proposed based on mixed time-frequency decomposition. This 
algorithm and the notion of transient phase are then tested on Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) firing tests. 

2. RESONANCE AND PHASE IN A TRANSIENT CONTEXTE 

2.1. Definition of transient phase 

Resonance is identified thanks to the maximum dynamic amplification or thanks to a phase difference 
between input and output equal to Π/2. In the case of SRM pressure oscillations, it is very difficult to 
measure the forces applied to the SRM's structure. It is thus impossible to measure phase difference or 
dynamic amplification between output and input. With SRM pressure oscillations, a second difficulty 
is the non-stationary nature of the forces applied to the SRM's structure. However the transient nature 
of the input can be used to detect resonance. Indeed, before a system is subject to resonance it will 
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vibrate at a given phase. But as the forced harmonic regime is progressively imposed to the 
mechanical system and has the established regime is progressively reached, the phase of the system 
will change. Though no absolute value of phase (compared to the input phase) can be defined without 
access to the input, a measure of the evolution of the phase output can be observed. The evolution of 
output phase will be directly linked to the mechanical properties of the system and its input. 

The transient response of a single degree of freedom system will have a variable amplitude. To adapt 
the notion of phase it is necessary to take this amplitude variation into account. The local phase of the 
system will thus be defined based on the local amplitude of the response. This is illustrated in Figure1. 

 
Figure 1 Illustration of local maximum definition with variable amplitude response of mechanical system. 

The transient phase phase, is thus defined by the equation here under where s(t) is the value of the 
response and local_max is the local maximum of the half-period as illustrated in Figure 1. 

!ℎ!"#(!) = asin !(!)
!"#$!_!"#  (!)

 (1) 

Finally, since phase is always defined based on a reference, and that the input is not accessible it is 
necessary to define a reference. In this paper, the reference will be a pure harmonic signal whose 
frequency is equal to the frequency that maximizes s(t) Fourier transform. 

2.2. Single degree of freedom transient model 

To illustrate and test the notion of transient phase, the following transient single degree of freedom 
model is adopted (presented in Equation 2). x is the position; the dot is the time derivative; t is time; m, 
c and k are respectively system mass, damping and stiffness; F is the harmonic amplitude; ω is the 
harmonic input's frequency (in rad/s) and α(t) is a function that enables input amplitude variation. 

!! + !! + !" = ! • !(!) • cos    !"  (2) 

In this paper the function α(t) is defined by Equation 3, where α  is a coefficient enabling amplitude 
variation speed modulation. If α is close to 0, amplitude build up is very slow, and if α is very high 
amplitude build up is very fast. 

! ! =    0                                                  ! ≤ 0
1 − !!!"                      ! > 0  (3) 

By dividing Equation 2 by m and by using linear variable changes on t and x, it is possible to show 
that Equation 2 depends only on the following three parameters shown in Equation 4. 

!
!!!

       !
!  !

       !
!!
   (4) 
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Since phase is defined only by amplitude ratios, it is unchanged by linear variable changes on x and 
since phase is defined based on a reference it is also unchanged by linear variable changes on t. The 
transient phase profiles will be function only of the three parameters described in Equation 4. 

2.3. Transient phase profiles 

To validate the conclusions of previous section, numerical simulations of a transient single degree of 
freedom oscillator were conducted and the transient phase profiles were calculated based on the output 
of these simulations. the simulations were conducted thanks to SCILAB freeware developed by 
INRIA. These simulations confirmed the fact that transient phase depends only of three variables 
described in Equation 4. 

Figure 2 present examples of transient phase profiles obtained through numerical simulations. The 
transient phase resemble free responses. When the ratio ω/ω0 is above one the transient phase tends to 
decrease, when it is smaller than one the transient phase decreases. The number of oscillation depends 
on this ratio and the damping. Here the same damping was used for all 4 simulations. Had a smaller 
damping been simulated, more oscillations would have been observed. 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Examples of transient phase profiles obtained thanks to the numerical simulations of a single degree of 

freedom oscillator. The ratio ω/ω0 for each simulation is equal to 1.01, 1.05, 0.99, 0.95. For these figures 
damping is equal to 5%. 
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2.4. Transient phase operational modal analysis 

Based on the observations in sections here above, the authors developed an Operational Modal 
Analysis technique based on transient phase profiles. Indeed, to identify the parameters of Equation 2 
and 3, it is possible to extract from operational data the transient phase of the transient response. By 
using curve fit algorithms it is then possible to identify the three parameters of Equation 4 directly on 
the transient phase profile of the systems response. Then by using the reference frequency and the real 
amplitude of the response it is possible to identify ω and F/m.  

The limitation of such a modal identification technique is that a correct parametric model of the input 
must be used. Indeed to identify the three parameters on the transient phase profile, transient profiles 
are simulated and feed into a curve fit algorithm to find the best fit to the experimental transient phase. 
However the model does not need to be highly precise. Indeed one can substitute the amplitude 
function α(t) defined in Equation 3 by a linear ramp or by other monotonous, continuous increasing 
functions without modifying significantly the transient phase profiles. The strength of this approach is 
very generic and that any model can be used to simulate the behavior of the system. If a mechanical 
system that must be identified is subject to specific inputs (time varying frequency) or has specific 
properties (non-linearity) it is possible to take these into account in the model. 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

3.1. Experimental Setup 

To validate the theoretical developments in sections here above and to test the single degree of 
freedom transient phase operational modal analysis technique proposed, a simple damped-mass-spring 
experimental setup was used. The experimental setup is composed of a spring attached to a mass and 
is described in Figure 3. The mass is guided in translation. Four different springs and three masses are 
used. The mass is connected to a viscous damper. The viscous damper is made of two parallel plates 
that bath in a cylinder full of oil.  

 
Figure 3 Schematic of experimental setup. A spring-mass-oil damper system is activated by an electro-dynamic 

shaker. Acceleration and displacement are measured. 

3.2. Experimental transient phase profiles dependency on three parameters 

First experiments were conducted to verify that experimental transient phase profiles are function 
exclusively of the three parameters in Equation 4. Figure 4 presents two transient phase profiles (one 
in red the other in blue), that were obtained experimentally. They were obtained with different masses, 
spring constants, damping, input frequency, amplitude and transient amplitude variation speed. 
However the six parameters were chosen in order for the ratios in Equation 4 to be all equal. The 
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experimental transient phase profiles are very close to each other (correlation of 0.98). Numerous 
other tests were conducted and gave similar results. This confirmed experimentally the dependency of 
transient phase profiles exclusively on the three parameters present in Equation 4. 

 
Figure 4 Transient phase profiles (one in red and one in blue) versus time of two different experiments done 

with m, c, k and input parameters all different but the three ratios of Equation 4 all equal. 

3.3. Correlation between experimental and simulated transient phase profiles 

The experimental transient phase profiles were then compared to the numerical simulated ones. A 
genetic curve fit algorithm was used to find the best fitting simulated phase profile. The algorithm 
maximizes correlation between the experimental and simulated transient phase profile. Figure 5 shows 
an example of an experimental transient phase profile and the best simulated fit. The agreement 
between numerical and experimental transient profile is very good (correlation of 0.91).  

 
Figure 5 Transient phase profiles (experimental one in red and simulated one in blue) versus time. Correlation 

between experimental and numerical transient phase is equal to 0.91. 

3.4. Operational modal analysis identification results 

Numerous identifications were conducted on the experimental transient data. Table 1 presents the 
maximum error on identification. The identification of the input and modal frequency are very precise 
and present highly satisfactory results. The identification of the damping can present significant errors 
but when compared t typical errors of other operational modal analysis methods, they are reasonable. 
Errors on α are much more important than errors on the other parameters. However this value is 
generally not identified in other operational modal analysis algorithms. 

These first results are encouraging. It is possible to increase the quality of these results by proposing 
more efficient curve fit algorithms. These results were generated by a genetic algorithm that 
maximizes the correlation between the experimental transient phase and the simulated one. It is 
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possible to optimize other measures between the two transient phases or to implement other 
optimization algorithms. 

Table 1 Maximum error on identification  

Value Mean dispersion 
ω 0.5 % 
ω0 1.2 % 

damping 75 % 
α 180 % 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Some structures like solid rocket motors used on rockets to launch satellites are subject to violent 
transient regimes characterized by harmonic inputs with rapidly varying amplitudes. In order to better 
understand these phenomenon and to better identify the modal properties of these structures, it is 
necessary to develop operational modal analysis techniques that can cope with transient inputs. This 
paper has introduced the basic building blocks and experimental and numerical explorations conducted 
to develop such a technique.  

The notion of transient phase was introduced. Using a single degree of freedom model with a transient 
input, it was shown that transient phase depends only on three parameters rather than six (as does the 
full time response of such a system). This enables authors to propose an operational modal technique 
enabling the identification of a structures properties during transient inputs. The first step is the 
identification on the experimental transient phase of three basic parameters that define the transient 
phase. The other parameters are then identified by using the original time response of the system. This 
technique requires modeling the system's input. However the model does not need to be too precise. 

Experiments were conducted on mass-spring-damper setup to confirm the theoretical developments 
and to test the identification method. These experiments confirmed the dependency of transient phase 
on only three parameters. The experimental transient phase showed close agreement to the simulated 
ones. despite a very crude curve fit algorithm, the first modal identifications conducted with this novel 
method showed promising performances.  

Based on this first building blocks, the modal identification of data coming from solid rocket boosters 
has started. The multi-degree of freedom system (that a rocket booster is) is considered as multiple 
independent single degree of freedom systems. Thus by filtering in the frequency domain, it is 
possible to use the single degree of freedom model proposed here. First results are promising and will 
be presented in future publications. 
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